Rules of the track

10 security guidelines

1. Drive **slowly in the first round** to discover the track and your vehicle.

2. Never keep full gas and braking at the same time. Otherwise your braking will be missed and your engine will have trouble to come out of the curve.

3. Avoid sliding everywhere; the more you slide, the less you will be fast. **Important:** Manage your speed in the entrance of every curve.

4. If your stuck somewhere please stay **sitting in your kart and raise your hand** until the track supervisor comes and takes you back on track.

5. At the end of each serie, enter **slowly** in the boxes and **raise your hand** to signalize that you are slowing down.

6. React to following flag indications:
   - **YELLOW** = **Slow down and don’t overtake anymore**
   - **BLUE** = **Let others overtake you**
   - **RED** = **Immediate stop**
   - **BLACK** = **Warning and stop**
   - **BLACK and WHITE** = **End of the serie or of the race**

7. You are driving under your **own responsibility**.

8. Avoid to **push** others and to **dislocate the borders**.

9. A warning and a stop of several minutes can be put in action in the case you don’t respect the indications or in case of exceedances. This is to warrant absolute security for all other participants.

10. Keep a fair-play and sporty attitude.

We wish you a plaisant amusement with a lot of sensations and fun driving your mini racing car.